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Carbonaceous slate is heterogeneous and anisotropic, which has a great influence on the stability of tunnel. In this paper, by means
of laboratory test, field measurement, and numerical simulation, the surrounding rock stability and plastic zone distribution
characteristics of the carbonaceous slate tunnel at different intersection angles are analyzed. First, combined with the Haibaluo
tunnel project, Brazilian splitting and uniaxial compression tests of jointed carbonaceous slate are performed. *e test results
show that the tensile strength of carbonaceous slate is related to joint dip angle.When the joint angle is 0°, the tensile strength is the
largest and decreases with the increase of the joint angle. *e uniaxial strength of rock decreases first and then increases. Based on
the discrete fracture network (DFN) technology, a calculation model is established. *e calculation results show that the
maximum displacement is 0.45m, when the dip angle of the surrounding rock joint is 45°. *e field measurement also shows that
the dip angle of the surrounding rock joint has an important influence on the distribution of the plastic zone. When the joint dip
angle is 45°, the plastic zone develops most strongly.

1. Introduction

*e stability of surrounding rock plays a decisive role in the
safe excavation of tunnel. In the process of tunnel excava-
tion, when the surrounding rock is disturbed, the stress will
redistribute and plastic zone would be expansion. *e
strength of rock mass in the plastic zone decrease obviously,
the fracture expands, and the stability of surrounding rock is
weak [1].When the joints are relatively developed, the plastic
sliding phenomenon is easy to occur. Previous engineering
experience shows that the size of the plastic zone will have a
significant impact on the stability of the tunnel and the
difficulty of the support. When the area of plastic zone is
larger, the stability of surrounding rock is worse, and the
difficulty of roadway support is greater.

Numerical analysis has become amore andmore common
method in the study of surrounding rock stability. In the study
by Xiang and Feng [2] based on the assumption of homo-
geneous isotropic ideal elastic-plastic soil, a theoretical

method is proposed to predict the secondary stress field and
the corresponding potential plastic zone caused by tunnel
excavation near the pile foundation. Taking the calculation
results as an example, the theoretical results are compared
with the corresponding numerical simulation results to
demonstrate the development characteristics of the plastic
zone of the tunnel. Lu et al. [3] calculated the elastic-plastic
stress and strain of circular tunnel in rock mass controlled by
Mohr Coulomb failure criterion. *e results show that the
stress, strain, and failure zone in the surrounding rock are
related not only to the transverse in situ stress but also to the
axial in situ stress. Massinas and Sakellariou [4] provide an
opportunity to quickly and accurately calculate the plastic
zone and stress distribution around a circular tunnel. By using
different support pressure values, tunnel designers can easily
evaluate the feasibility of different design schemes, such as
shotcrete shell and tunnel boring machine support pressure.
Behnam et al. [5] discussed the calculation of the plastic zone
of the surrounding rock of a circular tunnel under
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nonhydrostatic conditions, which satisfies the Hoek Brown
failure criterion, and reviewed the calculation of the plastic
zone and displacement of the surrounding rock under hy-
drostatic conditions. Li et al. [6–8] used themethod of discrete
element numerical simulation to analyze the distribution
characteristics of in situ stress, the control effect of support on
plastic zone, and the distribution characteristics of plastic zone
under water rock coupling. In the study by Annan et al. [9], in
order to solve the problem of surrounding rock stability, the
displacement field, stress field, and plastic zone in the con-
struction process of CRD method were analyzed by using the
method of numerical simulation and field monitoring. Shi
et al. [10] derived the principal stress distribution function
around a circular tunnel from elastoplastic mechanics, cal-
culated the boundary and radius of plastic zone under dif-
ferent strength criteria.*e results show that the variation law
of plastic zone around circular tunnel under different strength
criteria has the following commonalities: first, with the in-
crease of lateral pressure coefficient, the shape of plastic zone
presents the variation law of “circle ellipse butterfly.”With the
increase of lateral pressure coefficient, the radius of plastic
zone presents exponential distribution. When the radius of
plastic zone is infinite, the eigenvalues are different. In the
study by Wu et al. [11–13], through induction, theoretical
analysis, numerical calculation, and field measurement, the
deformation characteristics, plastic zone distribution, and
support control measures of large deformation tunnel in soft
rock are studied. Hu et al. [14] used numerical simulation to
study the phenomenon of large deformation of weak sur-
rounding rock. At present, with the development of science
and technology, some advanced numerical simulation
methods for geotechnical engineering modeling are more and
more common. For example, Meng et al. [15] used hetero-
geneousmaterial modeling for digital image processing. At the
same time, many experts also use the indoor test and similar
material simulation method to carry out engineering rock
failure test [16–19]. Significant progress has also been made in
engineering practice [20–25].

*e main methods of measuring plastic zone in engi-
neering field include acoustic wave method, multipoint
displacement meter method, geological radar method,
seismic wave method, resistivity method, permeability
method, borehole camera method, and radioactive element
method. *e acoustic method is to use the ultrasonic de-
tector to infer the range of the plastic zone by measuring and
analyzing the parameters according to the different char-
acteristics of the ultrasonic propagation speed in the rock
with different integrity [26]. *e multipoint displacement
meter method is to measure the displacement of sur-
rounding rock measuring points by displacement mea-
surement and obtain the thickness range of plastic zone
through the change of displacement [27]. *e ground
penetrating radar (GPR) method uses the change of radar
reflection wave in different media to detect the location of
surrounding rock cracks and obtain the boundary of sur-
rounding rock loose circle [28]. Seismic wave method is used
to determine the range of plastic zone according to the
change of wave velocity at different rock interface. Perme-
ability method makes use of the permeability of liquid to

cracks and infiltrates the liquid into the pores. When there
are more cracks in the rock mass, the permeability becomes
larger. Finding out the large range of permeability can
determine the range of plastic zone. Borehole camera
method uses borehole detection for real-time image mon-
itoring and acquisition to observe the fracture development
in the rock mass, so as to determine the size of the plastic
zone. *e radioactive element method uses the character-
istics of radioactive elements contained in rocks and
absorbed radioactive elements to test the surrounding rock
loose zone [22].

In this paper, uniaxial and Brazilian splitting tests are
used to analyze the influence of different dip angles of
surrounding rock joints on rock strength at laboratory scale.
At the same time, the influence of dip angles is analyzed by
discrete element numerical simulation. Using the method of
acoustic testing, the distribution characteristics of plastic
zone of tunnel surrounding rock under different dip angles
are analyzed in engineering practice.

2. Engineering Geological Characteristics

Haibaluo tunnel is located on the line from Shangri La to
Lijiang in Yunnan Province. Its length is 2262m, and the
maximum buried depth is 461m. *e maximum relative
height difference of tunnel crossing is 540m. *e elevation
of the tunnel located is 2455–2902m. According to the
internationally accepted altitude classification standard, it
belongs to high altitude area, which is a typical carbonaceous
slate tunnel. *e vertical section is shown in Figure 1.

*e tunnel is located in high altitude area with thin air,
low air pressure, and poor natural conditions.*e geological
structure of the tunnel area is complex, and the greatest
influence geological structure is Qinghai Tibet Plateau, with
many active faults. Zhongdian fault and longpanqiaohou
fault also have a great influence. *e tunnel mainly passes
through strongly and moderately weathered carbonaceous
slate. *e structure is mainly thin-layer and cataclastic. *e
joints and fissures are relatively developed with poor in-
tegrity. *e local groundwater is relatively developed, and
the surrounding rock is easy to soften when encountering
water.

Typical carbonaceous slate samples are selected for X-ray
fluorescence spectrum analysis. *e main minerals in car-
bonaceous slate are quartz and clay minerals, and the clay
minerals are mainly illite and chlorite, as shown in Table 1.
*e surrounding rock is soft and prone to softening and
argillization when meeting with water. Affected by the
geological structure, the joint angle of the surrounding rock
changes greatly.

3. Influence of Different Joint Dip Angles on
Rock Mass Strength

In order to comprehensively analyze the influence of joint
angle of surrounding rock on rock strength, the compressive
strength and splitting strength under different inclination
angles are analyzed. Figure 2 is the comparison diagram of
uniaxial compressive strength of rock mass under different
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joint dip angles. From the diagram, with the increase of joint
dip angle, the uniaxial compressive strength of rock presents
the pattern of first decreasing and then increasing. It is
considered that the strength of rock joints is weak when the
rock joints are in the range of 40° to 60°.

As a special slate, carbonaceous slate has a low sample rate
due to the development of fractures and joints, so there are a
few studies on its tensile properties in the current literature.
*erefore, it is necessary to carry out in-depth experimental
research on Brazilian splitting of carbonaceous slate.

*e sample preparation of Brazilian splitting test is
divided into two steps:① select a 50mm diameter sleeve to
core and cut the disc according to the predetermined in-
clination angle; ② smooth the sample with a grinder. *e
plane along the thickness direction shall be flat to 0.01 mm,
and the concave deviation shall not be greater than 0.5°, so
that the processed samples can meet the requirements of
relevant specifications of rock mechanics test. *e
experimental results are shown in Figure 3.

*rough the calculation and processing of the test data,
the average tensile strength is 1.49MPa, 1.21MPa, 1.09MPa,
0.88MPa, and 0.56MPa, respectively, at 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and
90° inclination. *e test results show that the maximum
tensile strength of carbonaceous slate is when the joint dip
angle is horizontal. *e horizontal angle of joint angle
represents that the joint inclination angle is 0°, and the
strength decreases with the increase of the angle between the
joint and the horizontal plane. *e variance coefficient
R� 0.88 indicates that the data is still discrete.

4. Numerical Calculation of Deformation
Characteristics of Surrounding Rock under
Different Joint Dip Angles

4.1. Model Establishment and Parameter Selection. For the
numerical simulation of jointed surrounding rock, there
are two kinds of analysis modes: finite element and
discrete element. From the simulation principle, the 3D
discrete element software is more suitable for practical
engineering. *e purpose of this study is finding out the
relative magnitude of the influence of joint on tunnel
stability under different dip angles. So, it is feasible to use
3DEC discrete element software to simulate the joint
plane. In order to study the stability and plastic zone
distribution characteristics of tunnels with different dip
angles, five models were established in this study, which
were 0° dip angle, 30° dip angle, 45° dip angle, 60° dip
angle, and 90° dip angle.

2262 m
Xiang gelila Li jiang

�in layer carbonaceous slate 

�e maximum buried
depth 461 m 

Haibaluo
tunnel

Weathering zone, depth
about 15m

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Tunnel construction location and geological profile. (a) Tunnel location. (b) Geological section. (c) Characteristics of surrounding
rock.

Table 1: X-ray diffraction analysis of minerals.
Mineral content (%)

Quartz Potash feldspar Plagioclase Halite Clay minerals
37.7 0.7 7.2 1.9 52.5

Relative content of clay minerals (%)
I/S It K C C/S
— 43 — 52 —
S: smectites; I/S: illite mixed; It: illite; K: kaolinite; C: chlorite; C/S: mix of
turquoise and montmorillonite.
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Figure 2: Influence of rock joint dip angle on uniaxial strength. (a) Uniaxial strength curve of different dip angles. (b) Rock strength under
different dip angles.
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Figure 3: Influence of rock joint dip angle on tensile strength. (a) Strength curve of different dip angles. (b) Tensile strength under different dip angles.
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In the process of establishing the numerical model, the
plane model is used to simulate, and the size of the analysis
area has a great influence on the study of tunnel surrounding
rock. *e model size is 50m× 50m, which is five times the
tunnel diameter. In the numerical simulation, Mohr Columb
criterion and Coulomb slip model are adopted for rock mass
discontinuities. *e beam element is used to simulate the
initial support, and the thickness of the initial support is
350mm. Referring to the GSI rock classification standard,
combined with the numerical inversion analysis in the
simulation process, the parameter values of the strength
model of carbonaceous slate rock are shown in Table 2, and
the model is shown in Figure 4. *e horizontal stress is
15MPa, and the vertical stress is 14MPa.

4.2. Analysis of Numerical Simulation Results. *e dis-
placement of surrounding rock under different dip angles is
shown in Figure 5. It is obvious that the joint angle has a
great influence on the displacement of tunnel surrounding
rock. It can be seen from the figure that, for 45° joint
condition, the maximum displacement of the right spandrel
of the tunnel is 0.45m; for 0° joint condition, the maximum
displacement of the junction between the free face and joint
of the upper tunnel is 0.1m; for 30° joint condition, the
maximum deformation is still in the right spandrel, and the
maximumdisplacement of the junction between the free face
and joint is 0.21m; for 60° joint condition, the maximum
deformation is located at the vault, and the deformation is
caused by sliding; for 90° joint condition, the maximum
displacement of tunnel top is 0.22m.When the joint angle of
the surrounding rock is between 0° and 45°, the deformation
of surrounding rock is mainly caused by the bending of thin
plate under the action of stress. When the joint angle of
surrounding rock is 60°∼90°, the deformation is mainly
caused by the sliding of surrounding rock along joints.

*e variation of surrounding rock displacement under
different dip angles is shown in Figure 5(f). It is obvious
from the figure that the maximum displacement is 0.45m
under the condition of 45° joint angle. *e reason for the
maximum displacement at 45° joint angle is that the re-
sultant force of horizontal stress and vertical stress is ba-
sically perpendicular to the thin plate.

5. Field Test of Surrounding Rock Plastic Zone
and Support Optimization

Acoustic testingmethod is to judge the integrity of rockmass
according to the internal relationship between the physical
and mechanical indexes (strength, density, dynamic elastic
modulus, etc.) of geotechnical medium and propagation
speed of ultrasonic wave in geotechnical medium. If the
force (stress) of rock mass is large, the density is large, the
integrity of rock mass is good, and the acoustic wave velocity
will be correspondingly large.

On the contrary, when the rock mass density is small, the
structural plane is developed, the lithology is poor, the
groundwater exists, and the acoustic wave velocity will
decrease. *erefore, in the same nature of the surrounding

rock, the higher the acoustic wave velocity, the better the
integrity of the rock mass; the lower the wave velocity, the
more broken the rock mass, the higher the existence of
cracks, and even the more likely the failure. *rough testing
the longitudinal wave velocity of rock mass at different
depths of surrounding rock, according to the change of rock
mass wave velocity, the thickness of loose zone of tunnel
surrounding rock can be obtained. Figure 6 is the schematic
diagram of acoustic double-hole test method.

According to the wave theory in elastic-plastic medium,
the wave velocity of stress wave is as follows [29]:

vp �

��������������
E(1 − μ)

ρ(1 + μ)(1 − 2μ)



. (1)

In the field test of the project, the rock mass integrity is
evaluated by the ratio of the longitudinal wave velocity of the
rock mass and longitudinal wave velocity of the undisturbed
rock mass. *e square of the value is the rock mass integrity
coefficient, and the calculation formula is as follows:

Lv �
vpt

vyt
 

2

, (2)

where E is the elastic modulus of medium (GPa), ρis the
density of medium (kg/m3), uis the Poisson’s ratio of me-
dium, LVis the integrity coefficient of loose zone, vptis the P
wave velocity of rock mass in loose zone (km/s), and vytis the
P wave velocity of original rock mass (km/s).

Five sections are selected to test the loose circle of the
surrounding rock, and four pilot sites are arranged at the left
and right side walls and spandrels of each section. No. 1 and
No. 2 measuring points are symmetrically arranged 1.5m
above the upper bench excavation line of the left and right
side walls. No. 3 and No. 4 measuring points are sym-
metrically arranged at the spandrel of the upper and lower
steps. *e down-the-hole drilling is adopted, the hole depth
is 8.0m, and the hole diameter is 40mm. *e dip angles of
the surrounding rocks of the five sections are 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°,
and 90° respectively, and the layout of the acoustic mea-
suring holes is shown in Figure 7.

*e thickness distribution of surrounding rock loose
zone is shown in Figure 8. When the joint angle is 0°, the
plastic zone is symmetrical.*e height of the top plastic zone
is about 3.3m on the free surface. With the increase of the
dip angle of surrounding rock, the shape and depth of the
plastic zone have obvious changes. When the joint angle is
30 degrees, the plastic zone presents obvious asymmetry.*e
maximum position of the plastic zone appears in the upper
left part of the tunnel, and the maximum depth is 6.2m.
When the joint angle is 45°, the maximum depth of plastic
zone is 7.5m. When the joint angle is 60°, the maximum
depth of plastic zone appears in the upper right part of the
tunnel, and the maximum depth is 6.1m. When the joint
angle is 90°, the plastic zone also presents symmetrical
distribution, and the maximum depth of the plastic zone on
the upper right is about 3.6m.

After the tunnel excavation in layered rock mass, the
depth of plastic zone in the area perpendicular to the joint
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angle is larger, and the stability of surrounding rock is poor.
In view of the large deformation above the arch waist of the
tunnel and the characteristics of the surrounding rock when
the joint angle is 45°, the length and ring distance of the bolt
are optimized on the basis of the original support scheme.
*e support arrangement is shown in Figure 9. In the
dangerous area, the anchor rod is lengthened to 7.5m and

the spacing is 1m. In other noncritical positions, the length
of anchor rod is 4m and the circumferential spacing is 1m.

*e measured data show that the optimized bolt length
can control the deformation of surrounding rock (Fig-
ure 10). It is an economical and reliable support scheme to
change the layout angle of the anchor and arrange the
anchor perpendicular to the bedding plane, which can better

Table 2: Mechanical parameters of carbonaceous slate.

Lithology
Rock mass parameters Structural plane parameters

Density (kg/m3) K (GPa) G (GPa) Cb (MPa) φb σb
t (MPa) Kn (GPa) ks (GPa) Cj (MPa) φj σi

t (MPa)

Carbonaceous slate 2423 0.49 0.26 1.58 27 0.56 28.99 11.98 3.69 28 3.32

50
 m

50 m

Tunnel area 

Tunnel surrounding rock

(a) (b)

(d)(c) (e)

Figure 4: Numerical calculation model of different surrounding rock inclination. (a)*e dominant joint angle 0 degrees. (b)*e dominant
joint angle 30 degrees. (c) *e dominant joint angle 45 degrees. (d) *e dominant joint angle 60 degrees. (e) *e dominant joint angle 90
degrees.
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Figure 5: Different dip angles and deformation characteristics of surrounding rock. (a) *e dominant joint angle 0 degrees. (b) *e
dominant joint angle 30 degrees. (c) *e dominant joint angle 45 degrees. (d) *e dominant joint angle 60 degrees. (e) *e dominant joint
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Figure 7: Layout of acoustic measuring hole.
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Figure 8: Distribution characteristics of plastic zone of surrounding rock.
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of acoustic double-hole test method.
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control the deformation of surrounding rock, and is con-
venient for construction and cost saving.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, uniaxial compression and Brazilian splitting
tests are used to analyze the strength characteristics of
laboratory scale rock under different joint dip angles. Dis-
crete element numerical simulation method is used to fully

consider the distribution characteristics of joints and fis-
sures, and the influence of different joint dip angles on the
stability of surrounding rock is analyzed. *e distribution
characteristics of plastic zone in practical engineering are
analyzed by using acoustic wave testing instrument.

(1) *e maximum tensile strength of carbonaceous slate
appears when the joint angle is 0° and decreases with
the increase of joint angle. With the increase of joint
dip angle, the uniaxial strength of rock first decreases
and then increases, and the strength of rock joint is
weak in the range of 40° to 60°.

(2) According to the simulation results, the stable dis-
placement of tunnel surrounding rock with different
dip angles is analyzed, and the maximum displace-
ment under the condition of 45° dip angle joint is
obtained.

(3) *e results show that the dip angle of surrounding
rock has a great influence on the depth and distri-
bution of plastic zone. When the joint dip angle is 45
degrees, the boundary between the plastic zone and
the intact rock is the deepest.
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